
Empower your 
workforce with 
Microsoft Surface 

Learn how the Surface for Business portfolio of 
devices offer a secure, modern management 
solution that enables your workforce to connect, 
collaborate, and work from anywhere.
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Unlock your team’s potential with Microsoft Surface for Business devices and 
accessories. Groundbreaking design and innovation are at the core of every 
product, empowering your workforce to succeed wherever they work. Surface 
offers streamlined, zero-touch deployment; modern manageability; a seamless 
Microsoft 365 experience; and enterprise-grade security built in. 

From fostering connection and collaboration to simplifying day-to-day tasks, 
Surface tools are built to power your business today and into the future. 

Meet the family 

Meet the family
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The OS for hybrid work  
Windows 11 for business

Windows 11

Free your employees to focus on the important things with a 
simplified and streamlined UI. Help them easily organize with 
Snap Layout and Snap Groups. 

Keep the collaboration going with deeper Teams integration for 
more effective online meetings. You can even share, mute, and 
unmute right from the taskbar.*

Get up and running in no time. Migrate with confidence using 
familiar IT tools with guaranteed application compatibility 
backed by App Assure.1

The most secure Windows yet with a Zero Trust-ready OS, built-
in security, hardware-based isolation, encryption and malware 
protection with a Zero Trust-ready OS. Windows 11 includes 
powerful built-in security, hardware-based isolation, encryption, 
and malware protection. 

Processor: 1 gigahertz (GHZ) or faster with 2 or 
more cores on a compatible 64-bit processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 64 GB or larger storage device

System Firmware; UEFI, Secure Boot capable

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) Version 2.0

Graphics Card: DirectX 12 compatible graphics / 
WDDM 2.x

Display Resolution: >9” with HD Resolution (720p)

Certain features require specific hardware. See 
detailed system requirements.

BENEF ITS MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Accelerate seamlessly into the era of hybrid work on  
the operating system designed to support the way  
work gets done now: quickly, securely, and from 
anywhere, anytime.

The new Windows 11 is our most productive and  
secure version of Windows ever, yet it’s simple to 
deploy, operate, and manage – making life easier for IT.

The expanded Surface portfolio lets you choose either 
Windows 10 or Windows 11 on select devices. It's up  
to you.

Learn more about Windows 11 for business

Powerful for employees.
Consistent for IT. Secure for all.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/information-protection/tpm/trusted-platform-module-overview 
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/windows-11-specifications
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/b/surfaceforbusiness
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windowsforbusiness/windows-11
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windowsforbusiness/windows-11
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Surface Pro 8
The most powerful Pro

BENEF ITS SPECS

Surface Pro 8

The all-new Microsoft Surface Pro 8, our most powerful Pro ever, combines laptop 
computing power with the flexibility of a tablet—and every angle in between. 

Empower your teams to get it all done with larger 13” PixelSense™ Flow Touchscreen 
Display, Thunderbolt™ 4 ports, and built-in storage for Microsoft Surface Slim Pen 2* 
within the detachable Microsoft Surface Pro Signature Keyboard.*

More power than ever with 11th Gen Intel® Core™ 
processors, combined with built-in active cooling

Most advanced digital pen experience on a Pro – 
rechargeable Surface Slim Pen 2 stored securely in 
Signature Keyboard

Sleek and compact, Surface Pro Signature Keyboard 
performs like a full laptop keyboard

Up to 120Hz refresh rate for even smoother pen 
experience and more responsive touch

9.3 mm thin

Starting at 1.96 lb / 891 g

13” PixelSense™ Flow 
Touchscreen Display 

 

Two USB-C® ports

Microsoft Surface Slim Pen 2 —  
recharges and stores securely in  

Microsoft Surface Pro Signature Keyboard

11th Gen Intel® 
Core™ processors

High-resolution 13 ̎ PixelSense™ 
Touchscreen Display

Two USB-C® and 
Thunderbolt™ 4 ports

Optional LTE 
Advanced¹

Up to 16 hours of 
typical device usage2
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Surface Pro 7+
The classic Pro
Experience the perfect balance of laptop performance and tablet mobility in  
one powerful, portable device. Surface Pro 7+ is designed for workers who  
need a device that adapts to how they work best in any environment. 

Equipped with touchscreen, digital inking, and optional LTE Advanced Pro,¹  
Surface Pro 7+ is the perfect lightweight solution for mobile or remote workforces. 

Keep your workforce securely connected with 
optional LTE Advanced Pro

Data security and control with removable SSD

Share and collaborate by inking with Surface Pen2

2.1 times faster than before with an 11th Gen 
Intel® Core™ Processor

Starting at 1.70 lb/770 g3

Up to 32 GB RAM and 1 TB storage4

Up to 15 hours of battery life5

12.3” PixelSense™ touchscreen display

BENEF ITS SPECS

Surface Pro 7+

5.0MP front-facing camera with 1080p full HD video
8.0MP rear-facing autofocus camera with 1080p full HD video

USB-C® 

USB-A Choice of Platinum or 
Matte Black*

High-resolution 12.3” PixelSense™ 
touchscreen display
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Surface Pro X

Surface Pro X

The totally mobile Pro
In a hybrid world, there’s no time for pause. The all-new Surface Pro X, our totally 
mobile Pro, offers the versatility and speed to work your way.

Deliver a great customer experience anywhere, at any angle, with all-day battery 
life* and a detachable Keyboard1 with secure Slim Pen1 storage and charging2 within 
the built-in storage tray. 

Get fast performance from Microsoft SQ® 1 or Microsoft 
SQ® 2 processors

Achieve unlimited flexibility with three work modes enabled by 
the adjustable Kickstand 

Optional LTE Advanced Pro3 with nanoSIM and eSIM support

Enjoy stunning visuals on a big, bright 13” PixelSense™ Display

BENEF ITS

7.3 mm thin 

Starting at 1.7 lb

8 GB or 16 GB LPDDR4x RAM 

Up to 15 hours battery life

Windows 11 operating system4

SPECS

13” PixelSense™ Display

Full-sized Keyboard for 
industry-leading typing 
comfort 

Two USB-C® ports

10.0MP rear-facing 
autofocus camera 

5.0MP front-facing HD camera
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Surface Go 3
Flexibility for your frontline 
The all-new Microsoft Surface Go 3 is our most portable Surface PC. Give your 
front-line workers the power, speed, and flexibility to excel anywhere at an incredible 
variety of tasks. 

Empower your hybrid teams to deliver on customer needs, service, and technical 
duties with a light-weight, versatile device that comes with Microsoft security built in. 

BENEF ITS SPECS

Detachable Surface Go 
Signature Type Cover3

10.5 ̎ PixelSense™ Display

Surface Go 3

USB-C® port

Write and navigate 
with Surface Pen3

Intel® Pentium® Gold or Intel® Core™ i3 processor* 

Achieve unlimited flexibility with three work modes enabled by 
the adjustable Kickstand

Make tasks easy on a bright 10.5” PixelSense™ Display

Stay productive all day with 11-hour battery life1

Optional LTE Advanced2

8.3 mm thin

Starting at 1.2 lb / 544 g

Up to 11 hours battery life

10.5” PixelSense™ Display
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Surface Laptop Studio
Incredibly powerful, infinitely flexible
The all-new Microsoft Surface Laptop Studio is our most powerful Surface yet. It offers 
incredible performance and delivers the highest graphics horsepower of any Surface Laptop. 

Seamlessly multitask and handle heavy workflows with quad-core powered 11th Gen 
Intel® Core™ H Series processors, blazing enterprise-grade NVIDIA® RTX™ A2000 laptop 
GPUs, and USB 4.0 and Thunderbolt™ 4 ports. 

BENEF ITS SPECS

Laptop mode Stage mode Studio modeWork the way you want with three modes:

Two USB 4.0 ports 
with Thunderbolt™ 4 Pen storage

Surface Laptop Studio

Get productive with full keyboard 
and Precision Haptic touchpad

14.4" PixelSense™ Flow Display with 120 Hz refresh rate 

NVIDIA® RTX™ 
A2000 laptop GPU

Get unprecedented performance from Quad-core powered 
11th Gen Intel® Core™ H Series processors

Enjoy stunning visuals on a big, bright 14.4” PixelSense™ Flow 
Display* 

Dynamic Woven Hinge transforms from laptop with full 
keyboard and Precision Haptic touchpad, to stage and studio 
modes

Magnetically attach, store, and charge Surface Slim Pen 21 
under the keyboard to capture inspiration

Starting at 3.83 lb / 1742.9 g

Up to 32 GB RAM and 2 TB storage

Up to 19 hours battery life2 
 
14.4” PixelSense™ Flow Display with 120 
Hz refresh rate 

Two USB 4.0 ports with Thunderbolt™ 4
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Surface Laptop 4
Do it all with speed, style, and performance More multitasking power and up to 70% faster  

than previous generation

Thin and light, in a choice of two sizes: 13.5” or 15”

More accurate skin tone colors on video calls,  
even in low light, with HD camera

Maintain control of sensitive data with removable 
hard drive1

BENEF ITS

Starting at 2.79 lb/1,265 g

Choice of 11th Gen Intel® Core or AMD processors

Up to 32 GB RAM and 1 TB storage²

Up to 19 hours of battery life3 on Surface Laptop 4

 13.5” AMD Ryzen™ r5

SPECS

Get the speed and multitasking power you look for in a lightweight, ultra-slim laptop 
fueled by a choice of an 11th Gen Intel® Core™ Processor or custom AMD processor. 
From video calls in your home office to virtual collaboration in your company’s hybrid 
headquarters, look your best in Microsoft Teams* video calls with a camera that works  
in tough lighting conditions. Be heard clearly in meetings with Studio Mics that capture 
your voice, not your background noise.

13.5” or 15" PixelSense™ Display 

USB-C® and 
USB-A ports 

Industry-leading 
typing comfort 
on the full-size 

keyboard

PlatinumMatte Black Sandstone Ice Blue

Surface Laptop 4

Choose from four stunning colors4
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Fingerprint Power Button

12.4” PixelSense™ Display

Full-sized 
keyboard

Surface Laptop Go
The everyday, everywhere laptop 
Power your workforce with the lightest and most compact Surface laptop. Help 
employees make an impact with Surface Laptop Go, a balance of performance, battery 
life, and beauty. 

Available in a stunning range of colors,* an ultra-thin profile, and equipped with apps 
your employees depend on. Surface Laptop Go is the essential everyday laptop. 

Power through your workday running the essential 
apps you need with all-day battery life, a full-size 
keyboard, and a touchscreen display

Make an impression in video calls with Omnisonic 
speakers, dual Studio Mics, and HD camera

Get to work quickly and securely using One Touch 
sign-in with the Fingerprint Power Button¹

Retain sensitive information with a removable  
hard drive²

BENEF ITS

Starting at 2.45 lb/1.110 g

10th Gen Intel® Core i5 Processor

Up to 16GB RAM and 256GB storage³

Up to 13 hours of battery life⁴

12.4” PixelSense™ Display

SPECS

Choose from three stunning colors

Platinum Sandstone Ice Blue

Surface Laptop Go
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Surface Duo 2
Two screens, infinite possibilities
Take the limits off what you thought a mobile device could do. With its stunning 
double screen, the revolutionary new Microsoft Surface Duo 2 adds room to a 
portable device for infinite possibilities in productivity, collaboration, and inspiration.

It’s the next evolution of hybrid workplace productivity. Surface Duo 2 has the sleek 
profile and enormous power to keep you in the moment while freeing you to run 
multiple apps at once, compare screens, and access everything at 5G speed.*

BENEF ITS SPECS

Revolutionary Hinge
Surface Slim Pen 22

Surface Duo 2

12 MP front-
facing camera

See people in your Microsoft Teams 
video call on one screen and engage 
with the meeting content on the other 

See multiple apps at once on two screens to easily reference 
and compare content

Get instant, anywhere productivity on 5G to get essential 
tasks done anywhere

Rely on higher security anywhere with protection built in at 
every layer

Expand your view on two high-resolution, 5.8” touchscreens 
on a Revolutionary Hinge for a more expansive 8.3” full view

The 5.5mm thin Surface Duo 2 fits in your pocket

Starting at 284 g

Up to 15.5 hours of local video 
playback¹

Up to 28 hours of talk time

Dual PixelSense™ Fusion Displays

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 888 5G 
Mobile Platform

12 MP front-facing camera
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Surface Hub 2S
Teamwork without boundaries Enable teamwork anywhere with a Microsoft 

Teams-certified meetings platform and  
Windows 10 interactive whiteboard

Collaborate, project and share files using Teams, 
Microsoft Whiteboard, or Miracast

Choose a desktop experience for Surface Hub 2S 
50” with optional Windows 10 Pro and Enterprise

BENEF ITS

Surface Hub 2S 50”: 61.6 lb/28 kg

Surface Hub 2S 85”: 185 lb/84 kg

20-point multi-touch display

4K Surface Hub 2 Camera

Microsoft Teams-certified mic array

SPECS

As an all-in-one digital whiteboard, meetings platform, and collaborative computing 
device, Surface Hub 2S expands the power of teamwork. Whether your space is small and 
intimate, large enough to need a robust, Microsoft Teams-certified experience, or your 
teams are on the move, you can configure the perfect meeting space with your choice  
of Surface Hub 2S, accessories, and Windows OS.

Surface Hub 2S 85”

4K screen with 
incredibly high 

resolution and amazing 
graphics performance

Move Surface Hub 2S with 
Steelcase Roam™ Mobile 

Stands, and unplug with the 
APC™ Charge Mobile Battery* 

for Surface Hub 2S 50”

Surface Hub 2 Pen 

Surface Hub 2 
Camera
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Surface Headphones 2+
The smarter way to connect 

Immersive, high-quality Microsoft Teams calls and  
intuitive touch controls

Be heard clearly with four microphones on each earcup

Soft earcups are breathable and lightweight, and rotate  
a full 180 degrees for the most comfortable fit

Amplify your productivity with the power of voice in 
Microsoft 365 apps like Word, Outlook, and PowerPoint2

BENEF ITS

15 hours of voice calling time

13 levels of active noise cancellation 

Bluetooth® compatibility

Replaceable ear pads and Surface USB Link 

SPECS

Empower your team with immersive, high-quality calls and distraction-free focus. Depend 
on a reliable connection during calls and interact with intuitive touch controls—Surface 
Headphones 2+ are certified for Microsoft Teams* when you connect with the Surface USB 
Link from your computer. Meet comfortably all day with up to 15 hours of voice calling¹ 
time, crystal clear sound quality and active noise cancellation, and soft, breathable earcups.

Surface Headphones 2+
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Surface accessories 
Elevate your workspace with the essentials. 

Reduce fatigue and strain when you 
type. The natural arc and slope of 
the Surface Ergonomic Keyboard 
keep your hands and wrists at a 
more natural angle.

Get precise navigation with the 
ability to scroll both vertically and 
horizontally. Slim, light, and ready 
to travel, Surface Arc Mouse is 
designed to conform to your hand 
and snaps flat to fit easily in your 
bag. 

Use this kit to identify critical keys, 
match ports and cables, and open 
your Surface. The included keycap 
labels, three-dimensional stickers, 
port indicators, and openers let you 
make small adjustments to improve 
finding, opening, and using your 
compatible devices and accessories. 

Write, sketch, navigate, and recharge. 
Take handwritten notes and 
experience the same feeling you get 
with pen on paper, with exceptional 
accuracy and a new storable design. 
Surface Slim Pen 2 also delivers 
incredible shading and pressure 
sensitivity.

Transform your Surface into a 
desktop PC with a 199W power 
supply to charge most Surface 
devices, plus USB-C® ports that 
support dual 4K monitors at 60Hz. 
Simply plug in the Surface Connect 
cable to charge your device and 
access external monitors, a keyboard, 
mouse, and more.

Listen and connect with incredible 
clarity and premium sound. The 
responsive touch surface enables 
intuitive gestures like tap, touch, 
and swipe when you need to adjust 
volume or answer and end calls.

Surface Ergonomic 
Keyboard

Surface Arc Mouse

Adaptive Kit Surface Slim Pen 2

Surface Dock 2

Surface Earbuds

Learn more about accessories for your Surface device

Surface accessories

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/b/surface-accessories?&ef_id=Cj0KCQjw0caCBhCIARIsAGAfuMwizwOZoxdoPnYAsNnV1KXIiOSBEDDGgrwBM7QITgwFPWwxRidHcPIaArxjEALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!4249!3!337222808566!e!!g!!microsoft%20surface%20accessories&ef_id=Cj0KCQjw0caCBhCIARIsAGAfuMwizwOZoxdoPnYAsNnV1KXIiOSBEDDGgrwBM7QITgwFPWwxRidHcPIaArxjEALw_wcB:G:s&OCID=AID2100847_SEM_Cj0KCQjw0caCBhCIARIsAGAfuMwizwOZoxdoPnYAsNnV1KXIiOSBEDDGgrwBM7QITgwFPWwxRidHcPIaArxjEALw_wcB:G:s
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Stay focused with a high-quality audio solution
Microsoft Modern USB Headset

Connect seamlessly—and wirelessly—
to your workspace

Microsoft Modern Wireless Headset

Accessories certified for Microsoft Teams

Comfortable on-ear design

High-quality stereo speakers

Background noise-reducing 
microphone

Intuitive call controls

Connect fast and stay focused thanks to high-quality audio and voice, noise-reducing 
microphone, and intuitive, in-line call controls in Microsoft Teams and more. 

Get extra mobility; superior audio; and simple, on-ear call controls. Flip-to-mute 
microphone with status light lets you see at a glance whether you are muted or not.*

Accessories certified for Microsoft Teams

USB-A dongle
option

USB-C® dongle 
option
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High-quality video conferencing for Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Modern Webcam

Your workday audio companion for better  
calls and music

Microsoft Modern USB-C® Speaker

Accessories certified for Microsoft Teams

Look your best on face-to-face calls and Microsoft Teams meetings. HD camera with a 
versatile, easy-to-mount system adds reliable, high-quality video to your laptop  
workspace. Featuring high-quality video with HDR and TrueLook. 

Add high-quality audio to your workspace wherever you are. Certified for Microsoft  
Teams, Microsoft Modern USB-C® Speaker seamlessly integrates with your Surface  
or other Windows 10 PC for clear, reliable calls and great sound for music. 

Facial retouch and  
auto light adjustment

Intuitive meeting controls, 
with mute button and  

status indicator

Integrated privacy shutter 
and LED usage indicator High-quality speaker 

optimized for voice

Versatile mounting system Omni-directional, 
background noise-reducing 

microphone

Up to 1080p video and 
expansive 77” field of view

Premium, compact design 
with cable storage and 

carrying case

Accessories certified for Microsoft Teams
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Take the next step with 
Surface for Business
Support your unique workforce with the Surface for Business 
family of products. From hybrid offices to essential workers in 
the field and beyond, Surface has the features and tools your 
team needs to succeed. When you choose Surface devices and 
accessories, your employees can collaborate freely and be more 
productive, while you streamline the deployment, 
management, and security of your endpoint devices.

Learn more about Surface for Business

Learn more about Surface for Business
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Legal Disclaimers

Legal Disclaimers

Windows 11 

* Microsoft Teams business features licensed separately.

1 App Assure is available at no additional cost for eligible customers with 150+ seats. For 
more information on eligibility requirements, please navigate to this page.

Surface Pro 8

* Microsoft Surface Slim Pen 2 and Surface Microsoft Surface Pro Signature Keyboard
sold separately.

1 Surface Pro 8 with LTE Advanced is coming in 2022. Visit Surface.com for updates on 
availability in your market. Availability may vary by market and configuration. Service 
availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact your service 
provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all specs and 
frequencies at Surface.com.

2 Battery life varies significantly based on usage, network and feature configuration, 
signal strength, settings and other factors. See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for 
details.

Surface Pro 7+ 

1 Service availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact 
your service provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all 
specs and frequencies at Surface.com. 

2 Sold separately

3 Weight not including Type Cover or Keyboard.

4 System software and updates use significant storage space. Available storage is subject 
to change based on system software and updates and apps usage. 1 GB = 1 billion 
bytes, 1 TB = 1,000 GB. See Surface Storage for more details.

5 Battery life varies significantly based on usage, network and feature configuration, signal 
strength, settings and other factors. See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for details. 

* Available colors may vary by market and configuration.

Surface Pro X

* Battery life varies significantly based on usage, network and feature configuration, signal
strength, settings and other factors. See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for details.

1 Sold separately.

2 Pen storage and charging available on select Keyboards.

3 Service availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact 
your service provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all 
specs and frequencies at Surface.com.

4 Wi-Fi models of Surface Pro X come with Windows 11 Pro on ARM. LTE models of 
Surface Pro X come with Windows 10 Pro on ARM. Surface Pro X running Windows 10 
Pro on ARM does not install 64-bit applications that have not been ported to ARM. At 
this time, Surface Pro X with Windows 11 Pro on ARM will not install some games and CAD 
software, and some third-party drivers or anti-virus software. Find out more in the FAQ.

Surface Go 3

* Dual-core 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i3-10100Y Processor or Dual-core Intel® Pentium®

Gold 6500Y Processor (Education, government, or public sector institutions only)

1 Battery life varies significantly based on usage, network and feature configuration, 
signal strength, settings and other factors. See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for 
details.

2 For customers in the United States and Canada, Surface Go 3 with LTE Advanced is 
coming soon. For customers outside the United States and Canada, Surface Go 3 with 
LTE Advanced is coming in 2022. Availability may vary by market and configuration. 
Visit Surface.com for updates on availability in your market.

3 Microsoft Surface Pen and Microsoft Surface Go Signature Type Cover sold 
separately.

Surface Laptop Studio

* Surface Laptop Studio display has rounded corners within a standard rectangle.
When measured as a standard rectangular shape the screen is 14.36” diagonally (actual
viewable area is less).

1 Microsoft Surface Slim Pen 2 sold separately.

2 Battery life varies significantly based on device configuration, usage, network and 
feature configuration, signal strength, settings and other factors. Surface Laptop Studio 
14.4” 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i5 256GB SSD, 16 GB RAM, up to 19 hours of battery life 
based on Surface device usage. Surface Laptop Studio 14.4” 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 
1TB SSD, 32GB RAM NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3050 Ti laptop GPU, up to 18 hours of 
battery life based on typical Surface device usage. Battery life based on typical Surface 
device usage. See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for details. 

Surface Laptop 4

*Microsoft Teams sold separately.

1 This device does not contain user serviceable parts. Hard drive is only removable by 
an authorized technician following Microsoft provided instructions. 

2 System software and updates use significant storage space. Available storage is 
subject to change based on system software and updates and apps usage. 1 GB = 1 
billion bytes, 1 TB = 1,000 GB. See Surface Storage for more details. 

3 Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors. See 
Surface.com for full battery life details. 

4 Available colors may vary by market and configuration. 

Surface Laptop Go

*Available colors may vary by market and configuration.

1 Fingerprint Power Button only available on select configurations.

2 Hard drive is only removable by skilled technicians following Microsoft instructions. 
Hard drive replacement may cause damage or safety risk and is not recommended.

3 System software and updates use significant storage space. Available storage is subject 
to change based on system software and updates and apps usage. 1 GB = 1 billion 
bytes, 1 TB = 1,000 GB. See Surface Storage for more details.

4 Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors. See Surface.com 
for full battery life details.

Surface Duo 2

* 5G not available in all areas; compatibility and performance depends on carrier
network, plan, and other factors. See carrier for details and pricing.

1 Battery life varies significantly based on usage, network and feature configuration, 
signal strength, settings and other factors. See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for 
details.

2 Sold separately

Surface Hub 2S

* Steelcase Roam™ Mobile Stand, Steelcase Roam™ Wall Mount, and APC™ Charge
Mobile Battery (for Surface Hub 2S 50”) are sold separately.

Surface Headphones 2+

*Surface Headphones 2+ require use of the included Surface USB Link to achieve
Microsoft Teams certification, only available on Windows and macOS. Surface
Headphones 2+ voice controls vary by operating system.

1 Battery life depends on device settings, environment, usage, and many other factors.

2 Sold separately

Microsoft Modern Wireless Headset

*Microsoft Teams certification for Microsoft Modern Wireless Headset requires plugging
the included USB-C® or USB-A dongle into your PC.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/fasttrack/eligibility
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
http://aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4023513/surface-surface-storage
http://aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance
http://aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/surface-pro-arm-app-performance
http://aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
http://aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4023513/surface-surface-storage
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4023513/surface-surface-storage
https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business
http://aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance

